PRESS RELEASE: PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
Zoom's New Q2n Handy Video Recorder Lets Musicians
Capture HD Video with Great-Sounding Audio Anywhere

Ultra-portable video camera with built-in X/Y mic and wide-angle lens
lets musicians capture their best moments in any lighting condition
https://zoom-na.com/Q2n

November 4, 2016 — Zoom North America today
unveiled the new Q2n Handy Video Recorder, a portable
camera that gives musicians the power to create HD
videos with great-sounding audio. Ideal for capturing live
performances and rehearsal sessions, the Q2n is
equipped with a high-quality built-in X/Y microphone, 160degree wide-angle lens, and intuitive controls--all in the
most compact form factor ever created by Zoom.

Leveraging Zoom’s acclaimed audio technology, the Q2n
provides sound quality that no other portable camera can
match. The unit offers studio-quality detail and clarity at
resolutions up to 24-bit/96 kHz. For distortion-free
recording, the built-in X/Y microphones can handle high sound pressure levels (up
to 120 dB SPL), so musicians can record on stage alongside amps and drums.

The Q2n has ten ‘Scene’ presets that automatically adjust for different lighting
conditions. The 160-degree wide-angle lens captures beautiful video at a moment's
notice, with a bright f/2.0 aperture that thrives in low-light settings and dimly lit
venues. To ensure the best video quality, the camera also captures video in 720p or
1080p HD resolution with the same 24 fps and 30 fps frame rates used in film.

Intuitive controls and simple one-button recording make the Q2n effortless to use,
so musicians can stay focused on their performances. With an ultra-portable design,
the Q2n is small enough to carry anywhere and can record approximately two hours
of footage on two standard AA batteries.

The Zoom Q2n will be available in stores November 2016 for $159.99. For more
information including specs and images, visit zoom-na.com/Q2n or contact Zoom
North America at info@zoom-na.com.
Image Assets via Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iyohwafm5geqmop/AACbaR2ITN3NwAFskYqweR4Ca?dl=0
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